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Since January 2001, 2.7 million jobs have
been lost and more than 75% of those jobs
have been high wage, high productivity
manufacturing jobs. Overall 5.6% of
Americans are unemployed while 10.5% of
African Americans are unemployed.
Unemployment among Latinos is nearly 30
per cent higher than in January 20, 2001. By
requiring equitable trade, investing in
urgently needed local labor-intensive public
works (infrastructure improvements),
creating a new renewable energy efficiency
policy; by fully funding education and
redirecting large bureaucratic and fraudulent
health expenditures toward preventive health
care we can reverse this trend and create
millions of new jobs.
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As the wealthiest country in the world, with
high productivity per capita, a country that
produces an abundance of capital, credit,
technology and food, we can end poverty.
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Yet, according to the Bureau of Census,
poverty and hunger for children and adults is
increasing rather than decreasing--34.6
million Americans lived in deep poverty,
12.1% of the U.S. population. Many millions
of Americans live in what is called ‘near
poverty’ by the Labor Department.
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Truly Progressive Taxation
An End to huge Corporate Subsidies and
Military Budget Waste
Job Creation
Equal Pay for Women
Child-Care
Living Wages for All Workers
Restore the critical Social Safety Net
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